It has been important to me, in all my years as a rabbi, to seek out opportunities for interfaith clergy dialogue. When I served a congregation in Lowell, MA decades ago, I participated in such a group. Back then there was a religion hour on one of the radio shows and I often was the Jewish representative brought in to discuss any number of faith-based topics in dialogue with a Christian colleague.

After our shul moved to Olney, I was among the first clergy to form the Greater Olney Interfaith Ministerium. The group was convened by Rabbi Ari Sunshine, who was at B’nai Shalom of Olney at the time, in response to the anti-Semitic graffiti on its building. For these 7 years we have conducted the Interfaith Thanksgiving Service – to be held at Shaare Tefila this year on Tuesday Nov. 20 at 7:30 pm – and as clergy we have studied and networked at our different houses of worship.

This year though our clergy group has embarked on a new mission. Many of our clergy expressed the desire to broaden our reach within our part of Montgomery County and to reach out with a message of justice, peace and love in as many ways as possible. In partnership with Rev. Sue Shorb-Sterling of Salem United Methodist Church in Brookeville, she and I have formed three committees – prayer, social action and learning. So, aside from the Interfaith Thanksgiving Service we also will be coordinating classes and social action projects that will enable us to touch the lives of many residents of our area. Hopefully, through our efforts, we can help people trust and respect one another.

Some may question the efficacy of engaging in such interfaith work. But I have found that meeting with my colleagues breaks down barriers. I learn more about faith traditions and they learn more about Judaism. In a setting that is respectful, the clergy have been able to understand that there is more than one path to God and perhaps together we can help people along the way. I hope to inform you of our community events in the months ahead.

With blessings – B’vracaha,
Rabbi Jonah Layman
No, not what you’re thinking -- what they do is form communities. What is a community? What does community mean?

The dictionary says it is “a feeling of fellowship with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes, interests, and goals.” I think a better definition may be: “A group of people who care about each other and feel they belong together.”

I remember the first time I so strongly felt the Shaare Tefila community that it brought tears to my eyes. I was at a shiva minyan for my father. Everyone was in the lower level of my house, by the fireplace, singing together. I think it was all those voices blending together, knowing what to say, and saying/singing it together. It was the feeling of being part of a community of people. At one point, I stopped and just listened. It really was an awesome experience.

On Kol Nidre night, I spoke about making a connection to Shaare Tefila - not only to be a part of the community, but to feel that you are a part of the community. Shaare Tefila tries to reach out to all members to let them know that they are a part of the community, whether it is greeting each person individually at the door at services or making phone calls to each individual member to wish each member and family a sweet new year, for example.

But, there are also opportunities for each of you to feel a part of the community. I want to mention just two – neither requires a big commitment of time. The first involves taking a turn being on a Kiddush team. It is usually an opportunity to chat with people you don’t know or don’t know well while you help set up Kiddush after Saturday morning services. Do NOT pass up this opportunity. It involves food and a mini-community – what could be bad? The second is being a part of a minyan team, Sunday through Thursday evenings, for a 15-20 minute service. It is a huge support to those saying kaddish. I love these services in particular because they are lay led. It is us supporting other members of the community. What could be better?
WOMEN’S ROSH CHODESH CIRCLE
LED BY: SUSAN RUBENSTEIN

Saturday mornings: 10:00 am - 11:00 am
Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan - Shabbat, November 3
Rosh Chodesh Kislev - Shabbat, December 1
Rosh Chodesh Tevet - Shabbat, December 22
Rosh Chodesh Shevat - Shabbat, January 12
Rosh Chodesh Adar - Shabbat, February 16
Rosh Chodesh Adar II - Sunday, March 10
Rosh Chodesh Nisan - Shabbat, April 6
Rosh Chodesh Iyyar - Shabbat, May 11
Rosh Chodesh Sivan - Shabbat, June 22

MEN’S CLUB ANNOUNCES NEW YEAR’S EVE DANCE GALA AT SHAARE TEFILA!
MICHAEL BINDER, MEN’S CLUB PRESIDENT

The Men’s Club jointly with the Programming Committee and Sisterhood is planning a grand New Year’s Eve Gala Fund Raiser!

Ring in the New Year - December 31, 2018
♦ Spend the evening dancing, singing and playing musical games featuring Swing’N On a Star Band (www.SwingNonAStar.com).
♦ Partake of fancy desserts with a champagne toast at midnight.
♦ Bring your friends and family.
♦ Leisure World Dance Club is invited to join us.
♦ Details will be announced as plans are solidified.
♦ The music will be a variety of favorites from all generations including Big Band, Sinatra, Broadway, Disco, Motown, Latin, Ballroom, Classic Rock and Roll and Horas.

Save the date

Dear Shaare Tefila Family,

Thank you so much for your outpouring of love and support as we mourn and try to comprehend Marty’s untimely passing. Marty was fearless, vibrant and a fabulous man whom we miss greatly! Your caring, generosity, support and kindness is so very appreciated and words simply can’t adequately express how we feel. With much love,
Sharon, Stu and Renie Zitomer

Olney Help continues to acknowledge donations by Shaare Tefila membership to its organization. It has been able to expand its support in the Olney Community as need of assistance has increased.

KEEP YOUR DONATIONS COMING!
Next time you visit the shul, please bring food items to donate and place them in the baskets under the bench in the Williamowsky Foyer.
The Havdalah Experience
at Shaare Tefila

Join the Havdalah Experience:
Rhythm ‘n’ Ruach

When: Saturday, November 17; 6:30-8:00PM
Where: Shaare Tefila
Who: For families and friends— all are welcome!
Cost: Free of charge!

Come to Shaare Tefila for Rhythm ‘n’ Ruach!
Rhythm 'n' Ruach brings joyful Judaism to children and adults of all ages. Through interactive and engaging instrument playing, singing and dancing, you will celebrate a Havdallah like none other! No musical experience needed.
All are welcome.
RSVP via Chaverweb by 11/12 to ensure enough supplies
Sisterhood Paid-up Membership Dinner

What an amazing evening!

More than 80 of our women gathered for our annual Sisterhood Paid-up Membership Dinner on October 22nd. Our guest speaker this year, Loo Katz, a local radio personality, told some funny stories about celebrities and other radio personalities. We dined on salmon, roasted vegetables and mushroom soufflé. We discussed the many new programs that will soon appear on our calendar.

A big thank you to the following members for making this annual event such a success:

Jackie Benn, this year’s coordinator
Vivienne Auerbach and her crew, for the food, especially the amazing pumpkin and chocolate chip muffins
Rita Hagler for the decorations
Audrey Haber for being our financial secretary, taking reservations and coordinating the seating charts
Last but not least, the men of Men’s Club who always graciously prepare, serve and clean up so that we women can relax and enjoy ourselves.

Sisterhood Patron Event - Sunday, November 18, 11:00 am. We will be visiting the Glenstone Museum.

Open Sisterhood Membership Meeting - December TBD
We are working to bring new programs to Sisterhood. Please contact me with your ideas for new programs and join us at this upcoming meeting. You can make it happen!

Upcoming Programs:
- Babka Bakers
- Crafts Program
- Joint Men’s Club/Sisterhood New Year’s Eve Party
- Joint Men’s Club/Sisterhood Shabbat March 30th

Kitchen Help Needed!
Please keep in mind that we count on you to take a turn in the kitchen to help with the set up and clean up. If we all pitch in, the work is shared by many. Even if it is not your week, feel free to stop by the kitchen any Saturday to lend a hand. It will be much appreciated. Speaking of the kitchen, thanks also to our dedicated kitchen captains without whom none of this could be possible.

New Members
If you are a new Shaare Tefila member, you deserve an additionally warm welcome with benefits and that means you receive free membership in Sisterhood for the calendar year which ends in June. We are excited and honored to have you on our team.

Buy Scrip
Please remember to purchase scrip for your holiday shopping. See Judy Beiser for all of your scrip needs.
SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
CONTRIBUTOR: LISA HEDGEPETH

Thanks to everyone who supported the screening of Life Is Rich on October 7 (See photos below). There were 80 attendees with lots of great questions for Bonnie Rich and Rabbi Layman. All proceeds raised were donated to Docs In Progress, a Montgomery County non-profit that supports local filmmakers. The Social Action Committee will continue to bring relevant programming to our members and surrounding community. It is our goal to schedule an event each month—a guest speaker, a panel of experts or a discussion group on an issue of social justice. Save The Date for MLK Day, January 21, 2019. Shaare Tefila will be participating in a big way this year. Details to follow.

THE ANNUAL INTERFAITH THANKSGIVING SERVICE
CONTRIBUTOR: MIRIAM ITO

Join us on Tuesday, November 20, at 7:30 pm for an evening of song, prayer, and reflections at the annual Interfaith Thanksgiving Service, which is being hosted by our own Shaare Tefila. This year’s theme is, A Unity Service to Give Thanks, with an emphasis on caring for our neighbors. Rabbi Layman and clergy from several faith traditions will lead Scriptural readings and prayers for those gathered. Members of our local Native American community will share special spiritual expressions. Olney Home for Life’s leadership will speak briefly on its mission to help seniors remain independent and in their own homes through teams of dedicated volunteers. The evening will feature songs and music from our Jewish faith and from other traditions, led by an interfaith choir formed for this event. To round out our evening, the Olney Boy Scouts will serve as ushers, and our Sisterhood will provide refreshments from the Sunflower Bakery.

Contact Fran Kensky at Fran.Kensky@summitmg.com or Ethel Levine at ethel.j.levine@gmail.com if you are able to help. Members of the Men’s Club are also welcome to help! This annual Inter-Faith service is sponsored by the Greater Olney Interfaith Ministerium, which is co-chaired by Rabbi Layman and Rev. Sue Shorb-Sterling of Salem United Methodist Church in Brookeville. Please consider bringing food, cash and non-perishable donations for Olney Help when you join us.

Looking forward to seeing you at this engaging and festive celebration of prayer, peace, and neighbors!

ANNUAL HARMONY HILLS TOY DRIVE
CONTRIBUTOR: CATHY PLOTKIN

Dear Members,

I teach at Harmony Hills ES, located in Aspen Hill. My school is considered to be one of the lowest income schools in Montgomery County. Each year we work to provide all families with a holiday toy for each of their children. This is a county-wide project with special foods and donations for Thanksgiving and Christmas. Various places of worship help provide for these families' needs. I am collecting money for these families. Each child gets a gift of approximately $20 and each teen gets a $25 gift card. It has been our custom to also provide each family with a $25 gift card for Giant- using our scrip, of course! Typically we collect enough money to help 8-10 families in need. Each family is entered into a county data base to ensure that there is no "double-dipping," or participation from more than one sponsor. For many of our families this will be the only gift that their children receive. Several volunteers from Sisterhood have offered to go shopping (on Black Friday, no less!!) and find great gifts for the children.

Thank you in advance for your support! Please drop off a check in the office, made out to Cathy Plotkin, or mail it directly to my home at 18028 Bilney Drive, Olney, MD 20832. I am really proud that this year will mark our 5th year of participation!
Olney Interfaith Ministerium presents:

Greater Olney Unity Service - To Give Thanks

Nov 20th 2018
7:30pm

Shaare Tefila Congregation
16620 Georgia Ave, Olney, MD

Food, cash, and non-perishable donations will be collected for Olney Helps
THOUGHT OF THE MONTH
CONTRIBUTOR: SUSAN RUBENSTEIN

Hebrew readers may recognize this character as the letter “Pey” or Hebrew readers may recognize this character as the letter “Bet.” So which one is it? Well, it’s both.

The “Pey” is the shape in black.
And the interior white space forms the letter “Bet.”

As an artist I know that the white space around and between shapes is as important as the area that is painted. Indeed, this ‘negative space’ - the ‘blank’ shape formed by the painted ‘positive space’ gives the eye a place to rest, or creates a pathway through which our eyes move through the visual field of the composition.

And as much as I do love to use pure color in my paintings, I know that the muted, greyed colors are necessary in order to make those intense colors sing. If it’s all color of the same intensity, the eye does not know where to look, has no place to pause, gets tired or confused.

We are still in the month of Cheshvan at the beginning of November; we enter Kislev on November 8th. Cheshvan is known for the singular month on our Jewish calendar with no chagim, no holidays to celebrate. It has been given the unfortunate (in my opinion) nickname, Mar Cheshvan, Bitter Cheshvan for this reason. (I have to believe that no pulpit rabbi came up with it; after all the spiritual preparation required during the months of Elul and Tishrei, with the intensity of Rosh Hashanah/Yom Kippur and the bevy of holidays that follow immediately, how can Cheshvan be viewed as anything other than a relief?!) We live in a high octane, full throttle 24/7 world. It is quite easy to grow accustomed to the rapid pace, get a bit antsy when the pace slows down, get ‘hooked’ on the intensity. Cheshvan reminds us what we read about during Sukkot, in Sefer Kohelet, the Book of Ecclesiastes: that “to everything there is a season and a time to every purpose under heaven.” In the quiet month of Cheshvan, we are provided with the opportunity to integrate whatever we gleaned from the holidays we have recently experienced. In the small moments and tasks of daily life we have time to figure out how to infuse the ordinary with a bit more spirituality. Perhaps just deciding to add a bracha, a blessing to give thanks for what we have, for getting up each morning, for being alive to reach another day. There is much to be gained from entering the white space of Cheshvan, and maybe notice something that hasn’t been seen before, a new idea, attitude, mitzvah, waiting for us.

WEEKLY PRAYERS AND THE MINYAN
CONTRIBUTOR: SAUL COHEN

According to tradition, Abraham started the custom of davening Shacharit, the morning service. Jacob davened Maariv in the evening and Isaac introduced the idea of davening Mincha in the afternoon. The Mincha service is the link for commitment and spirituality joining the morning with the evening.

During each of the services, we say Kaddish, also known as the "Mourner’s Prayer," in honor of the deceased, focusing on life, promise and honor of family and individuals. As most of you know, Kaddish must be said in a quorum of 10, called a Minyan. Helping to make a Minyan for those wanting to recite Kaddish is a mitzvah. It is our Jewish obligation and makes us feel good to know we are honoring family members who came before us.

For the last two months I wrote about our Minyans, the obligation to say Kaddish, how our community is organized to support its members who are saying the prayer, and how our Minyan captains, who are volunteers, facilitate the process.

Our Minyan captains are meeting this month to hear the results of a survey and the comments and opinions of captains and members. I want to thank those individuals who contacted me with their constructive suggestions. The outcome of our meeting should result in recommendations and an action plan to ensure our members will have a Minyan when they must say Kaddish. I ask you again to consider helping with the following ideas.

- If you are attending a program, class or a meeting in the building, please arrive early and attend the 7:30 pm Minyan. The service should last no longer than 15 minutes.
- If you know you will be saying Kaddish, contact the Minyan captain ahead of time so that he/she can ensure a Minyan. You can either call the office or read the weekly online Shabbat Sheet to find the captain’s contact information.
- You can commit to coming to help make a Minyan at least once or twice during the week it’s your team’s turn.
- If you live within the immediate area of Shaare Tefila and could be available when called, please add your name to our call list in case we may need you. You can contact me (saulsher@verizon.net) or the Rabbi (rjlayman@shaaretefila.org) to add your contact information.

Shaare Tefila also has morning Minyan on Monday and Thursday at 8 am, and 8:45 am on Sunday and federal holidays; and 7:30 pm, Sunday through Thursday.
Shaare Tefila Proudly Presents
A Chanukah Celebration for All Ages!

Featuring
BARRY LOUIS POLISAR
Winner of Grammy, Emmy & Parents Choice Awards

Delicious Latke Bar and Chanukah Refreshments Follow Concert

WHEN:
Sunday, December 9, 2018
11:30 am - 1:00 pm

WHERE:
Shaare Tefila
16620 Georgia Ave., Olney, MD 20832

TICKETS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ST Members</th>
<th>Non-Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>$18 a person</td>
<td>$20 a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$36 Family Maximum</td>
<td>$40 Family Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teens 14-18</td>
<td>$8 a person</td>
<td>$10 a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids 5-13</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>$5 a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids Under 5</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REGISTER BY DECEMBER 2
ShaareTefila.org
or Call Sara 301-593-3410 x104
Beginning Tuesday, October 30, and continuing through the end of the year, the Winer Family Gallery presents *The Colors of Water*, an exhibit of photographs by Howard Clark. Howard, a resident of Montgomery Village, is an international-award-winning photographer whose passion for photography goes back more than 55 years.

Howard has won numerous prizes for his work including a Gold Award for Best Image of a Botanical Subject in an international camera club competition in 2015. His “Great Falls Panorama” was selected by Bethesda Urban Partnership for a permanent exhibit in the pedestrian tunnel leading to the Bethesda Metro Station.

Howard says his calling is to create and share images of the world around us including landscapes, architecture, farms and gardens. While landscapes and scenic views are his specialty, other images provide an intimate look at animals, flowers, plants and trees. Also, travel to more than 20 countries in Asia, Europe, and the Americas has provided a wonderful stock of extraordinary images. His photo “Oia Seascape” (shown below) captures the remarkable beauty found on the Island of Santorini, Greece.

For more information about the artist, and to see more of his work, please visit www.hclarkphotography.com

All artwork is for sale and a portion of the proceeds benefits Shaare Tefila.

---

**HOLIDAY GIFT BASKET PROJECT**

**SISTERHOOD**

Donate a basket in support of needy families in Olney. Baskets range from $25 to $35 dollars each and should include a grocery store gift card which can be bought through our scrip program.

Baskets must be at the shul no later than November 18, noon.

Jeff & Fran Weiss will do the shopping for you.

Contact Fran for more information at faoweiss@gmail.com.
One aspect of our teaching philosophy is to listen carefully to the children. This may sound obvious, but listening to children is a skill few teachers possess when they first come to our school.

Listening plays an important role in the search for meaning. In any person’s search for meaning, they must ask “why?” “how?” and “what?” These are key questions that children ask as they order their world. The search for meaning is a difficult search, but we cannot live without meaning; it would preclude any sense of identity. Children know this — they have the desire and the ability to search for the meaning of life from the day they are born. This is one reason we view children as active, competent and strong.

For both children and adults, understanding means being able to develop an interpretive theory, a narrative that gives meaning to the world around them. These theories are extremely important in revealing how children think, question and interpret reality.

The children’s theories are provisional and can be continuously re-worked. They also need to be listened to and shared with others. Expressing our theories creates a shared world. This is the basis for “the pedagogy of listening” that we incorporate into our school. We see listening as the basis for any learning relationship. Though action and reflection, learning takes shape in the mind of the child and through representation, becomes knowledge and skill.

A few weeks ago, in one of our 3-year old classes, Andrew, Jordan, and Jackson were playing firefighter together and putting out fires with the extinguishers. Earlier in the week we noticed that the boys were taking turns being the fire chief, but it was clear on this day that they did not designate one person to be the chief. When asked how their experience changed now that there was no fire chief, Andrew shared “if there’s no chief, we have to make a plan.” They then talked a bit about the chief’s main responsibility (announcing the fire) and decided that Jordan would be in charge of making the initial announcement.

While this experience seems like a pretty simple exchange, Andrew is sharing his theories about leadership and group dynamics. How does a group function when there is not a designated leader? Who decides each member’s role in the group? How do they coordinate their efforts? How do you work together to plan? What types of events do you need to plan for?

These are the types of questions that careful listening allows us to explore with the children.
Shaare Tefila's
GAN KATAN!

CONTRIBUTOR: MARA LANSKY

October’s Gan Katan Preschool theme was Thanks and Giving!

We learned all about tzedakah and saying “todah raba” to thank others. The kids created their own tzedakah boxes as well!

If you have a preschooler and want to bring him/her to Gan Katan, please contact:

Babette Cohn bcohn@shaaretefila.org or Cilla Grosberg drgmrs@aol.com

Our next class is November 4, 2018

A Friday Night Dinner and Service for Our Little Ones and Their Families

The inaugural Pajama Shabbat’s theme was Cochavim (stars!) After making placemats for their table, families snuggled on the rug for a ruach-filled service! Each child made a beautiful jar of stars to bring home.

Our next Mini- Minyan Friday night is January 25!
MARK YOUR CALENDARS
November - December

SAVE THE DATE

NOVEMBER
November 2 - Shabbat Dinner IHO veterans
November 17 - Havdalah Experience with Shelly Dean

DECEMBER
December 9 - Chanukah Concert with Barry Polisar
December 31 - Men’s Club New Year’s Eve Gala & Fund Raiser
**NEED ASSISTANCE?**

If a family member or another congregant is hospitalized or needs help from the Shaare Tefila Community, please notify the office or Rabbi Layman as soon as possible.

**Contact the office or Rabbi Layman**
301-593-3410

---

**SHAARE TEFILA IS HOSTING**

**JCC COMING OF AGE EVENT**

**Concert Featuring**
Julie Kurzawa & Diane Kinsley
“Wit, Whimsey & the Gershwins!”

**When:** Wednesday, November 28, 1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
**RSVP by November 21 to JCC 301-348-3809**
**Cost $8, $10 at door**
**Light refreshments will be served following the concert**

For information about many other COA activities that take place at Leisure World and at the Bender JCC call 301-348-3832 to sign up for the mailing list. Enjoy movies, excursions and more.

---

**DONATE A BOOK FOR USE AT SERVICES**

Please consider donating a book *in memory of* or *in honor of* a loved one or *in recognition of a special life event*. Contact Sara in the office.

- **Siddur** $54
- **Machzor** $36
- **Large Type Machzor** $54

---

**COME CELEBRATE YOUR NOVEMBER BIRTHDAY**

**AT SHABBAT KIDDUSCH FOLLOWING SERVICES**

**NOVEMBER 17**
Recognize a person or event in your life or remember a loved one.
**Donate to the Enhanced Kiddush, “CHALLAH & SCHMEAR” TODAY**

**CONTACT SARA IN THE OFFICE**
**smiller@shaaretefila.org**

---

**MEN’S DISCUSSION GROUP**

**Wednesday, November 14 at 10:00 am**

**JOIN US**

_All Men Are Invited_

---

**SCRIP SCRIP SCRIP**

**CONTRIBUTOR: Judy Beiser**

When you purchase scrip you are supporting Shaare Tefila. With every scrip purchase the shul receives a rebate that is used to fund various shul activities.

**Purchase scrip for local groceries as well as a large variety of shops and department stores.**

**UNTIL DECEMBER 14 THE FOLLOWING STORES ARE OFFERING LOWER DENOMINATIONS:**
- **Amazon** $10
- **CVS** $10
- **Cold Stone Creamery** $5
- **Home Depot** $10
- **Panera Bread** $5
- **Starbucks** $5
- **Target** $10
- **Walmart** $10

*Think holiday season. It’s never too early!!!*

**Active vendors:**
- **Giant Food** - $100, $50, $25, $10
- **H Mart** - $20
- **Moti’s Market** - $50
- **Shalom Kosher Market** - $100, $50
- **ShopRite** - $100, $50
- **Starbucks** - $25, $10, $5
- **Safeway** - $100, $25

**To buy scrip, contact the office or call:**
- **Judy Beiser** 301-598-2082
- **Barbara Fink** 301-438-3149
- **Rita Rubinstein** 301-816-9686
- **Ethel Levine** 301-593-7041

---

**LOOKING TO JOIN SHAARE TEFILA?**

**Contact:**
- **Stuart Carroll**, Membership VP
  membership@shaaretefila.org
- **Jill Goldwater**, Executive Director
  jgoldwater@shaaretefila.org
  301-593-3410 X 101
TRIBUTES
September 1, 2018 - September 30, 2018
Thank You to Our Donors

Andrea Z. Tilles
Memorial Chesed Fund
In Memory Of:
Ephraim Leibowitz
Barbara Harkaway
Alan & Adriana Sandler
Barry & Roni Polisar
Bettyann Lansky
Daniel & Jackie Benn
David & Lee Ronis
Dovid & Lisa Arber
Marvin Kruger
Milton & Susan Goldsamt
Elaine Ross
Eric & Lori Marshall
Gershon & Diane Kieval
Howard & Judith Rumerman
Jeff & Beth Adler
Joseph & Andrea Manchester
Julian Leidman
Larry & Ellie Alpert
Liane Lunden
May Savage
Michael & Karen Gross
Sam & Debbie Yedlin
Bradley & Joy Salzman
Helen Sandler
Deborah Letow
Richard & Wendy Abraham
Saul & Sherry Cohen
Anita Okrend
Ann Loeb
Alan & Beverly Weinstein
Anne Shuman
Audrey Haber
Barbara Fink
David & Rhona Byer
Elaine Schenberg
Gary & Stacy Levine
George & Marilyn Kessler
Jay & Joyce Feinstein
Hal & Stephanie Epstein
Harold & Elaine Stein
Ira & Ethel Levine
Jay & Freda Krosnick
Lanny & Cathy Plotkin
Marvin & Diane Schneider
Norman & Deanna Alpher
Richard Ift & Beth Greenfeld
Rita Rubinstein
Rona Eisen
Ruth Newhouse
Seth Zarny & Ellen Radish
Stephen Prentsky & Jill Goldwater
Stuart & Judy Carroll
Zelick & Carol Waganheim

Marty Zitomer
Alan & Adriana Sandler
Marvin & Diane Schneider
Julian Leidman
Gary & Betsy Morgenstern
Hal & Stephanie Epstein
Philip Zarny
Michael & Anita Froehlich
Stacy Chanin Butler
Michael & Anita Froehlich
Ephraim Leibtag
Joseph Kraut & Rhea Siers

Building Fund
In Memory of:
Lillian Werlin
Barbara Harkaway
Ephraim Leibowitz
Barry & Sandra Handloff

Charles Futovsky Endowment Fund
In Memory Of:
Ephraim Leibowitz
Frances Futovsky

D. Joseph Williamowsky Scholar in Residence Fund
In Honor Of:
Hazzan Adina Ackerman
Alan & Adriana Sandler
Perry Sandler
Lana Grossman

General Fund
In Honor Of:
Shaare Tefila
Harold Radish
Monica Friedman
Sunner & Sandra Cohen
Philip Goldman
Dara Radnor
Jack & Bess Teller
Bernice Kisliuk
Marty & Ruth Gutstein
May Savage
Marty & Ruth Gutstein
Willeke Sandler
Yoshishide & Miriam Ito

In Memory Of:
Marty Zitomer
Hyman & Mrs Cilla Grosberg
Jack & Bess Teller
Victor Romano
Gabriel Romano
Alex Sommer
Gerry & Joni Sommer
Sheldon Cohen
Judy Bresler
Tillie Fink
Jules & Zelma Fink
George Winrow
Liane Lunden
Emanuel Weinstein
Martin & Lauri Weinstein
Miriam Abramson
Michael & Anita Froehlich
Jeane Goldberg
Michael & Judy Goldberg
Sheldon S. Cohen
Richard & Barbara Wolf
Ephraim Leibowitz
Roy & Michele Peck
Abraham Kass
Sheila Marcus
Sylvia Frank
Sid & Sue Schwartz
Ted Frank
Sid & Sue Schwartz
Beatrice Saphier
Stew & Jane Saphier
Morton Buckberg
Yetta Buckberg
Rita Sirulnik
Yetta Buckberg
Susumu Ito
Yoshishide & Miriam Ito

Speedy Recovery to:
Lionel Shapiro
Sig & Shirley Liberman

Machzor Dedication
In Memory Of:
Ephraim Leibowitz
Julian Rosenberg & Zella Shabasson

Martin S. Halpern
Adult Education Fund
In Honor Of:
Carol Waganheim’s 90th bday
Alan & Adriana Sandler

Nathan Rubinstein
Youth Fund
In Honor Of:
Miriam Sandberg & Dustin Schloss’ wedding
Rita Rubinstein

Program Sponsorship
In Honor Of:
Cilla Grosberg
Jack & Bess Teller

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of:
Mara and Josh Lansky
Eric & Kathleen Greenberg
Hy & Cilla Grosberg
Gary & Stacy Levine

In Memory Of:
Ephraim Leibowitz
Joseph Kraut & Rhea Siers
Judy Beiser
Marta Tanenhaus
Philip Goldman
Rabbi Robert & Ruth Layman
Sig & Shirley Liberman
Marty Zitomer
Sam & Debbie Yedlin

Siddur Dedication
In Memory Of:
Martin Kamerow
Philip Goldman
Rosalie Goldman
Philip Goldman
Henry Goldman
Philip Goldman

Yahrzeit Plaque
In Memory Of:
Clarence Kuritzky
Gilda Kuritzky
Stuart Eisen
Rona Eisen
SAVE THE DATE

NIGHT OF SWEET LAUGHTER 8
8TH ANNUAL COMEDY NIGHT FUNdRAISER

WHEN: SATURDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 9, 2019, 7:30 PM
WINE & BEER CASH BAR, DAIRY REFRESHMENTS
AN UNBELIEVABLE LINEUP
RESERVE EARLY FOR THE MOST POPULAR EVENT OF THE YEAR!

$35 PER SEAT ($40 AT THE DOOR)
SIGN UP ON CHAVERWEB
MORE INFORMATION TO COME....